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Appendix 8 
Rogue Basin Strategy Implementation Cost Analysis 

Max Bennett, OSU Extension Service 
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Introduction 
The Rogue Basin Strategy (RBS) calls for significantly increasing the quality, pace and scale of forest 
restoration in the region.  Proposed restoration treatments include a combination of thinning that 
generates commercial by-product and other mechanical treatments that are strictly non-merchantable 
in nature.  It is assumed that a significant investment will be required to achieve restoration goals, but 
the magnitude of this investment and the amount and value of the resulting commercial by-product 
need to be quantified.  The RBS seeks to promote regional economic and workforce viability; thus, the 
extent to which the proposed treatments support jobs and local economic activity is also important to 
understand.  This appendix describes the methods, assumptions and results of an implementation cost 
analysis of the RBS.  The analysis addresses the following questions: 

• What are the overall costs of implementing the Rogue Basin Strategy and what is the specific
breakdown of costs, overall and on an annual basis?

• What is the quantity of work generated?  How much timber revenue and volume are produced?
• How do costs and revenues vary with different combinations of logging systems, volumes per acre

removed, and fuels costs?
• What is the potential to offset treatment costs with timber sale revenues (e.g., via stewardship

contracting)?
• What alternatives exist to improve the economic performance of the RBS and increase the

economic feasibility of implementation?
• What are the expected local economic effects of RBS implementation?

The analysis is based on the treatment footprint and assumptions under the “Maximum Federal 
Scenario.”  As described previously, this scenario assumes treatment of all treatable and assessable 
Rogue River-Siskiyou Mountains National Forest and Medford District BLM lands in the Rogue Basin.  
When annual costs are listed, it is assumed that the scenario is implemented over 20 years, with the 
same amount of acreage treated each year.  The general results should be applicable to the “Business as 
Usual” and “All Lands” scenarios, scaled to the acreage treated in each of these scenarios.   

It’s important to note up front that this is not intended to be a comprehensive economic analysis of the 
RBS.  Such as analysis would consider additional key factors such as the avoided costs of fire suppression 
and the value of the ecosystem services resulting from implementation of the strategy.  However, the 
implementation cost alone is an obvious critical factor in the economic viability of the RBS.  A better 
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understanding of the costs, revenues and opportunities to improve economic performance will help in 
making informed decisions about strategy implementation.   

 
Methods & Assumptions 
 
Limitations  
There are several important limitations of the analysis:   
1. The RBS Maximum Federal scenario calls for prescribed fire use on 195,000 acres, but this cost is not 

analyzed in the assessment; only the costs of mechanical treatments are considered.   
2. The analysis does not address staffing or planning costs, such as wildfire and botany surveys and the 

development of NEPA documentation.       
3. The analysis is based on a static picture of stand density and volume and does not account for 

expected stand growth over the 20 year time horizon.  Average growth rates for mid-seral stands 
range from 2-4% annually, and up to 6% on more productive sites (Main 2017, personal 
communication).  Assuming that an even percentage of acres is treated annually over 20 years, we 
could assume that, on average, there is an additional 10 years of stand growth that is not accounted 
for in the analysis.  This increase would range from 22% at 2% annual growth, to 48% at 4% annual 
growth.   On other hand, future volume losses would be expected from fire, insects, and diseases.  
But overall, significant additional volume should be available beyond that accounted for in the 
analysis. Not only would additional volume be available, but the increased volume per acre would 
also translate into lower logging costs on average.  In this sense, the analysis is very conservative. 

4. Limitations of the data. Vegetation data are from the Integrated Landscape Mapping Project (GNN; 
Landscape Ecology Modeling Mapping and Analysis (LEMMA) 2014), and as with all remotely sensed 
data they are best interpreted at larger spatial scales and as relative, rather than absolute, values. 
Additionally, the data are aggregated at 0.22 ac, 2 ac, and 27 ac multiple spatial resolutions. Because 
these units of aggregation are square, they do not perfectly reflect ownership or ecological 
boundaries. 

 
Methods 
The following methods were used to estimate restoration by-product volume and the costs of and net 
revenues derived from mechanical treatments.  The treatment footprint for this analysis is the 
Maximum Federal Lands scenario as described in the body of this report.   

1. Assign target density (basal) and stand structure based on PVT, solar insolation, and treatment theme by 5 
inch DBH class 

2. Calculate cut tree basal area/tree by 5 inch diameter class assuming the midpoint diameter 
3. Convert total plot volume in merchantable cubic feet, the GNN metric, to board foot volume short log 

scale, using the conversion 5.7 board feet/cubic foot. Conversion developed from 16 stands and seven 
timber sales on the Ashland Resource Area.  

4. Estimate the short-log board foot volume to be removed from GNN data which provides total volume by 5 
inch size class for the existing stand by conifer and hardwood 

a. Convert BA to be removed by size class to volume to be removed by size class. For size class “j” 
Volume_Removej=BA_Removej X (Volumej/ BAj) 

b. Identify the volume that will be removed that is conifer (as opposed to hardwood), for conifers in 
size class “j” Conifer_Vol_Removej=Volume_Removej X (Conifer_Volumej/Vol_Currentj) 

5. Sum volume across the size classes for total volume for the 30 meter pixel 
6. Sum total volume across 27 acre fishnet cell 
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7. Calculate actual acres treated in 27 acre fishnet cell by excluding no-treatment acreage from a 2 ac raster 
that identifies riparian reserve, important owl habitat, and wilderness. 

8. Calculate actual removal volume for the 27 acre fishnet cell, excluding no-treatment areas from a 2 ac 
raster that identifies riparian reserve, important owl habitat, and wilderness. 

9.  Apply a minimum volume filter:  When the by-product volume to be removed is <= 800 board feet/acre, 
the removal volume is set to zero.   

10.  
11. Calculate restoration by-product volume/acre 
12. Calculate yarding system by 30 m pixel based on a DEM and a GIS model that incorporates existing system 

roads, topography, and barriers such are riparian areas and NSO core areas.  See haul system categories 
and definitions in the table below.   

13. Populate each 27 acre fishnet with majority yarding system 
14. Identify logging and hauling costs ($/mbf) based on the haul system and restoration by-product/acre 

matrix (see table 1).   
15. Determine the gross revenue per 27 acre fishnet cell based on the by-product volume removed (if any) x 

delivered log price ($600/mbf), minus logging and hauling costs, based on the matrix in table 1. 
16. Determine the cost of activity fuels treatment for each fishnet cell, if any, based on the assumptions 

described below. 
17. Determine the cost of non-merchantable (<10 inch DBH) tree removal for each fishnet cell, if any, based 

on the assumptions described below.   
18. Determine the net revenue for each fishnet by subtracting activity fuels and/or non-merchantable 

thinning cost from the gross revenue. 
19. Sum the gross revenue, costs, and net revenues for each fishnet cell.    

 
Cost and price assumptions 
Following are the assumptions used for logging and hauling costs, activity fuels treatments, and non-
merchantable thinning.  These are intended to be conservative but reasonable based on recent 
contracts and experiences of local managers/operators. 
 
Logging and hauling costs 
Logging cost estimates were based on information from local logging contractors.  Costs were 
subdivided into 12 different categories based on combinations of four yarding systems and three levels 
of volume per acre removed (Table 1 below).  Listed costs are in dollars per thousand board feet (mbf) 
removed.  Haul costs are included in these figures. 
 
Table 1.  Logging and hauling cost assumptions used in the analysis 

Yarding 
system Definition 

Restoration byproduct delivered to the mill (mbf/ac) 

< 2 2-6 >6  

Ground-
based 

Accessible via existing 
roads with slopes <35% $350  $275  $250  

Short cable 200-800 downhill of 
existing roads $633  $413  $322  

Long cable 800-1600 downhill of 
existing roads $800  $675  $400  

Helicopter Within ½ mile of existing 
roads $1,575  $922  $664  
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Delivered log price 
Log prices fluctuate over time based on supply and demand.  Since 1979 the Oregon log price index has 
ranged from a low of $255/mbf to a high of $1,105/mbf (in constant dollars).  Based on recent price 
trends, a delivered log price of $600/mbf was chosen for the analysis.     
 
Fuels treatment costs 
Non-merchantable thinning is assumed to cost $1,000/acre based on recent contract prices.  Non-
merchantable thinning is applied when there are >150 trees per acre less than 10 inches DBH to be 
removed, regardless of any merchantable removal.  If there is merchantable removal in a stand along 
with >150 TPA <10 inches DBH to be cut, the assumption is that the non-merchantable treatment will 
deal with the activity fuels generated by the merchantable removal.     
 
Activity fuels: For stands receiving commercial treatment AND where there are <150 trees/ac to cut that 
are <10 inches DBH, activity fuel costs are divided into three categories based on fire risk and volume 
removed.   

a) Large fire risk values >0.005 will receive piling and burning at $600/ac 
b) Large fire risk values <0.005 AND outside the Community at Risk will receive lop & scatter at 

$100/ac 
c) All cells selected for treatment with <2mbf by-product will receive lop & scatter at $100/ac 

 
Calculation of net revenue 
Much of the analysis described below is based on net revenue per acre calculations.   The net revenue 
per acre was calculated as follows: 
Volume removed in a fishnet cell, if any, x delivered log price = Gross revenue.   
Logging cost, if any, plus activity fuels treatment cost, if any, plus non-merchantable thinning cost, if any 
= Total cost 
Gross revenue – total cost = Net revenue 

Local economic impacts calculation 
Local economic impacts were projected using the Southwest Oregon Restoration Economic Impacts 
Calculator developed by the Ecosystem Workforce Program, University of Oregon, 2015.   This program 
allows project managers to translate project spending and timber harvest volume into predicted gains in 
employment, earnings, and economic output.  
 
Economic activity is the result of expenditures to complete restoration projects on public and private 
lands. Those expenditures include things such as the purchase of private contractor services and hiring 
of their employees, purchases of project supplies and materials, project administration costs incurred by 
non-profit organizations or government agencies, and the spending of income by employees. Users can 
also include any Forest Service employment for project implementation (e.g., fuels treatment, 
monitoring, or project administration). In all cases, the economic activity resulting from planning 
completed in advance of project implementation is not considered, but would be additive. 
 
This model also considers the economic impacts from processing timber in local mills that was 
generated from restoration activities. That economic activity includes mill operations, purchases of 
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supplies and services to run the mill, and the wage spending by employees. The model considers timber 
used to produce sawtimber, veneer/plywood, posts and poles, and other products. 
 
Inputs (simplified): 
• Dollars invested by spending category, % local   
• Timber harvest volume by product type, % local 
 
Assumptions used this analysis: 
$34,000,000 is invested annual in labor-intensive work, 100% locally-sourced.  This category includes 
labor-intensive activities like cutting, piling and burning.  Contract costs for these types of activities are 
assumed to be the bulk of the direct treatment costs incurred in implementing the strategy.  Planning 
and administrative costs are not considered in this analysis.   
 
This figure is based on the annual treatment cost for implementing the RBS strategy over a 20 year plan 
horizon. This includes the costs of non-merchantable thinning as well as those associated with treating 
acres with commercial by-product that require a subsidy.    
 
The annual timber volume of 66 mmbf is assumed to be 90% veneer and 10% sawlog, and is 100% 
locally milled.  These assumptions are based on input from a local industry contact.   
 

Results 
 
What is the treatment footprint under the Rogue Basin Strategy (Max Federal Scenario)? 
Of the 2.65 million acres of federal land in the planning area, 884 thousand acres are treatable and 
accessible, including 689 thousand acres currently needing mechanical treatment and the 195 thousand 
that would be managed with fire only (Figure 1 below).   Mechanical treatments are subdivided into the 
following categories: 
• 214,000 acres on non-merchantable thinning (cut, pile and burn). 
• Restoration thinning with commercial by-product, subsidy required, 381,000 acres.  These 

treatments remove commercial-sized material and generate revenue but require a subsidy because 
the costs of logging, hauling, and activity fuels treatment as well as the cost of thinning any non-
merchantable sized material in the treated area are greater than the revenue generated. 381,000 
acres.   

• Restoration thinning with commercial by-product, no subsidy required, i.e., commercially viable, 
98,000 acres.  These treatments generate a positive net revenue after accounting for the costs 
described above.   
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Figure 1. Breakdown of RBS acres by treatment type 

What is the net cost of implementing the RBS? 
The net cost of RBS implementation, after accounting for all revenues from sales of merchantable 
timber and all treatment costs, is $607 million, or $30.3 million per year over a 20 year plan horizon 
(Table 2).  The net cost per acre is $880, including treatment of non-merchantable fuels.  Often federal 
projects pay for timber sale costs separate from activity/non-merchantable costs.  When only these 
costs are considered total timber sale revenues slightly exceed total logging costs (Table 2). These 
results assume that revenues from commercially viable harvests are re-invested into additional project 
treatments (e.g., via stewardship contracting).  If this did not occur, the average annual treatment cost 
would be $34.4 million, with revenues of $4 million. 
 
Table 2. Breakdown of revenue and costs by treatment category.  Total revenues are greater than 
logging costs but when costs to treat activity fuels and complete non-merchantable thinning are 
factored in, the total net revenue is negative.   
 

 
 
What is the timber volume generated? 
Implementation of the RBS would generate 1.3 billion board feet, or 66 million board feet annually over 
the 20 year plan horizon.  Of this, 23 million per board feet per year would result from commercially 
viable treatments and the remaining 43 million board feet per year would require subsidy (Table 3).  This 
subsidy would average $1,258/acre. 
 

Table 2.   Acres, Costs & Revenues by Treatment Category
Treatment category Revenue Logging cost Fuels Cost Total Cost Net revenue
Non-commercial thinning -$                       -$                       213,520,000$      213,520,000$      (213,520,000)$       
Commercial, subsidy req'd 514,670,000$      640,020,000$      348,750,000$      988,770,000$      (474,110,000)$       
Commercially viable 273,850,000$      133,370,000$      59,500,000$        192,870,000$      80,980,000$           

Grand Total 788,520,000$      773,390,000$      621,780,000$      1,395,170,000$  (606,650,000)$       
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What are the acres treated, volume generated and net revenues, by agency? 
Table 4 shows the breakdown of acres, volume, and net revenue for the USFS and BLM, on an annual 
basis.  Non-merchantable acres and subsidy acres, volumes and costs are similar across agencies, but the 
USFS has significantly more commercially viable acreage and volume.   
 

 
 
What percentage of acres can be treated at various levels of net treatment cost?  What percentage of 
acres yields net positive revenue?  Where is the biggest (acreage) bang for the buck, and the smallest? 
Tables shows the percentage of the total acres treated and total treatment cost across a range of net 
revenue categories on an annual basis.  Net revenue categories range from $2,000+/acre, meaning 
treatment yields a positive net revenue of $2,000 or more per acre, after accounting for all costs and 
revenues, to -$2,000 per acre, meaning the treatment costs more than $2,000/acre after accounting for 
all costs and revenues.  Of the 34,000 acres treated per year, 14% fall into a positive net revenue 
category, meaning they generate more revenue than they cost to treat.  Treatment of the remaining 
86% of the acres requires an investment. About 52% of the treated acres cost between $0-$1,000/acre 
to treat, while 36% of the acres cost more than $1,000/acre to treat, even after accounting for timber 
revenues, and treatment of these acres accounts for 59% of the total RBS implementation cost.    
 

Table 3.  Acres & timber volume by treatment category, total and annual 
Total Per year

Treatment category Acres Volume (BF) Acres Volume
Non-commercial thinning 214,000        -                       11,000     -                 
Commercial, subsidy req'd 377,000        857,775,000     19,000     42,889,000  
Commercially viable 98,000          456,420,000     5,000       22,821,000  

Grand Total 689,000        1,314,195,000  34,000     65,710,000  

Table 4.  Annual Acres, Volume, Net Revenue by Agency
USFS Per year

Acres Volume (BF) Net revenue
Non-commercial thinning 5,200                -                 (5,228,000)        
Commercial, subsidy req'd 9,500                23,392,000  (12,088,000)      
Commercially viable 3,400                15,897,000  2,987,000          

-                 -                       
Grand Total USFS 18,100              39,289,000  (14,330,000)      

BLM Per year
Acres Volume (BF) Net revenue

Non-commercial thinning 5,500                -                 (5,466,000)        
Commercial, subsidy req'd 9,400                19,560,000  (11,655,000)      
Commercially viable 1,600                7,020,000     1,082,000          

-                    -                 -                       
Grand Total BLM 16,400              26,581,000  (16,039,000)      
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Figure 2.  Percent of area treated and treatment cost by net revenue category 

What are the treatment costs and revenues per acre, broken down by logging system and volume 
removal class?   How much of the total cost is incurred in in various combinations of logging systems 
and by-product removal volumes? 
Figure 3 shows the net treatment cost or revenue per acre by logging system and by-product removal 
volume class, for all acres yielding commercial by-product.  The net treatment cost accounts for logging 
and hauling costs, activity fuels treatment costs, the cost of non-merchantable thinning within the 
commercially thinned stand, if any, and revenue generated.  
 
In terms of logging systems, all helicopter removal results in negative net revenue, regardless of the 
volume removed.  Both long and short cable yarding generate positive net revenue when removing 
6mbf/acre or more, negative net revenue otherwise.  Ground-based yarding yield positive net revenue 
when removing more than 2mbf/acre, and negative net revenue when removing less than this amount.   

Table 5.  Annual Acres, Volume, & Net Revenue by Net Revenue Category
Per year

Net revenue/ac (Acres Volume (BF) Net revenue ($)
$2,000+ 500                                         4,765,000          1,358,000$        
$1,000 to $2,000 900                                         5,902,000          1,290,000$        
$0 to $1,000 3,500                                      12,306,000        1,430,000$        
$0 to -$1,000 18,000                                   16,048,000        (13,156,000)$    
-$1,000 to -$2,000 7,500                                      16,857,000        (11,550,000)$    
-$2,000+ 4,100                                      10,326,000        (9,930,000)$      

-                                          -                       -$                     
Grand Total 34,400                                   66,205,000        (30,557,000)$    
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Table 6 shows the total net revenue by logging system and by-product removal class for treatments 
generating commercial by-product.  Of the $393 million total cost, $304 million is incurred with 
helicopter removal across all by-product volume classes, and $288 million is incurred in removals of less 
than 2mbf/acre including all logging systems.   Helicopter removal of less than 2mbf/acre alone incurs 
42% of the total cost, and helicopter removal of 2-6mbf/acre incurs another 31% of the cost.   
 
Figure 3.  Net revenue per acre by logging system and by-product removal category. 

 
 

 
 
What is the potential for use of stewardship contracting to offset treatment costs?   
As noted above, 86% of the treated acres require an investment.  This includes 214 thousand acres of 
non-merchantable thinning (31% of the total) and 377 thousand acres that yield commercial by-product 
but still require a subsidy, that is, they don’t “pay their were out of the woods.”  These subsidy acres 

Table 6.  Net revenue by logging system & by-product volume class 
Net revenue ($)
Volume removed per acre

Logging system <2 mbf 2 to 6 mbf >6 mbf Grand Total
Helicopter (163,920,000)$  (122,370,000)$ (17,914,000)$    (304,204,000)$ 
Long cable (14,195,000)$    (9,157,000)$      974,000$            (22,378,000)$   
Short cable (66,118,000)$    (19,455,000)$    8,240,000$        (77,333,000)$   
Ground-based (43,671,000)$    18,384,000$     36,082,000$      10,795,000$     

-$                     -$                    -$                     -$                    
Grand Total (287,912,000)$  (132,598,000)$ 27,382,000$      (393,128,000)$ 
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account for 55% of the total acres.  Some or all of these acres could potentially be treated using 
stewardship contracting methods, in which contractors received “goods” – merchantable timber – in 
return for services rendered.  However, there would still have to be subsidy payment to the contractor 
since the value of the timber is not sufficient to pay for all of the services.   
 
Revenue generated from the 14% of the acres that are commercially viable could potentially be used to 
offset non-merchantable thinning costs or treatment of “subsidy” acres.  Commercially viable 
treatments would generate $4 million per year from harvest of 22 million board feet.  This could 
subsidize treatment of 4,000 acres of non-merchantable thinning at $1,000/acre or 3,200 “subsidy” 
acres at the average cost of $1,258/acre.   
 
Analysis of lower cost alternatives 
The preceding analysis makes it clear that stands costing more than $1,000/acre to treat, even after 
accounting for timber revenues, account for a large proportion of the total implementation cost.  When 
evaluated more closely, many of these more expensive acres involve helicopter removals of less than 6 
MBF/acre.  If some or all of these “high cost acres” were not treated, what would be the effect on total 
acres treated, volume removed, and net revenue?  Table 7 shows a range of “lower cost alternatives” in 
comparison to the full implementation of the RBS.   
 
• 7A. Full implementation of the RBS 
• 7B. Non-commercial thinning only of low volume helicopter acres.  In this scenario, areas only 

accessible by helicopter that would yield less than 6mbf/ac in merchantable by-product would be 
treated with non-commercial thinning only, without removal of by-product due to the additional 
expense.   

• 7C. No treatment of acres costing more than $2,000/ac, net.  In this scenario, the maximum per acre 
investment would be $2,000, regardless of treatment. 

• 7D. No treatment of helicopter acres removing less than 6mbf/ac.  This scenario differs from 7B in 
that there would be no non-commercial thinning of the “dropped” helicopter acres. 

• 7E. No treatment of acres costing more than $1,000/ac, net.  In this scenario, the maximum per acre 
investment would be $1,000, regardless of treatment.   

 
Table 7.  Lower cost alternatives 
 

 
 

7A. Full implementation of RBS Strategy, Max Federal Scenario
Per year

Treatment category Net revenue Net/acre Volume (BF) Acres
Non-commercial thinning (10,676,000)$        (998)$          -                   10,700     
Commercial, subsidy req'd (23,705,400)$        (1,258)$      42,888,750    18,850     
Commercially viable 4,049,000$            826$           22,821,000    4,900       

Grand Total (30,332,450)$        (880)$          65,709,750    34,450     
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How would a reduction in acreage treated under one of these lower cost alternatives affect 
performance?  We compared mean objective function for “all acres” (7A, full implementation of the 
RBS) and “high cost acres removed” (7D, no treatment of helicopter acres removing less than 6MBF/ac).  
No treatment of the low volume helicopter acres resulted in 22% fewer acres treated and small (≤6%) 
reductions in mean performance (Table 8) for the range of objective functions. 
 

7B. Non-commercial thinning only of low volume helicopter acres
Per year

Treatment category Net revenue Net/acre Volume (BF) Acres
Non-commercial thinning (18,159,178)$        (998)$          -                   18,200     
Commercial, subsidy req'd (8,031,400)$          (708)$          26,248,500    11,350     
Commercially viable 4,049,000$            826$           22,821,000    4,900       

Grand Total (22,141,578)$        (545)$          49,069,500    26,900     

7C. No treatment of acres costing > $2,000/ac net
Per year

Treatment category Net revenue Net/acre Volume (BF) Acres
Non-commercial thinning (10,676,000)$        (998)$          -                   10,700     
Commercial, subsidy req'd (13,838,050)$        (938)$          32,622,200    14,750     
Commercially viable 4,049,000$            826$           22,821,000    4,900       

Grand Total (20,465,050)$        (675)$          55,443,200    30,300     

7D. No treatment of helicopter acres removing < 6MBF/ac
Per year

Treatment category Net revenue Net/acre Volume (BF) Acres
Non-commercial thinning (10,676,000)$        (998)$          -                   10,700     
Commercial, subsidy req'd (8,031,400)$          (708)$          26,248,500    11,350     
Commercially viable 4,049,000$            826$           22,821,000    4,900       

Grand Total (14,658,400)$        (545)$          49,069,500    26,900     

7E. No treatment of acres costing > $1,000/ac net
Per year

Treatment category Net revenue Net/acre Volume (BF) Acres
Non-commercial thinning (10,676,000)$        (998)$          -                   10,700     
Commercial, subsidy req'd (3,363,600)$          (464)$          15,901,350    7,250       
Commercially viable 4,049,000$            826$           22,821,000    4,900       

Grand Total (9,990,600)$          (437)$          38,722,350    22,850     
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1 GmMean=geometric mean of the five values; SFR=small fire risk, LFR=large fire risk, NSO=northern 
spotted owl habitat, NRV=natural range of variability, CR=climate resilience.  See pages XX for further 
explanation of categories.   
 
How do implementation costs vary among planning areas?   
The cost to treat planning areas averages $6.3 million ($883/ac) and varies widely.  Some planning areas 
generate positive net revenues of nearly $500/ac on average while others cost up to $1,500/ac on 
average.  The planning areas with the highest net revenue, that is, those that would be least expensive 
to treat, are located primarily in the Butte Falls Resource Area and High Cascades Ranger District (Figure 
4).  These areas tend be more productive, with higher volumes per acre and flatter ground, resulting in 
higher revenues and lower logging costs.  Also, activity fuels treatment costs are lower in these areas, 
since they can be treated with lop and scatter instead of pile and burn.  Of the ten highest priority 
planning areas under the Max Fed scenario, the two in the High Cascades are the least expensive: 
planning area 80 would generate $4 million and planning area 91 would only cost $1 million. By 
contrast, the highest ranking planning area, planning area 4, is located in the interior of the basin near 
communities at risk, where productivity is lower and terrain steeper and implementing treatments on all 
treatable and accessible ground would cost $18 million.   
 

Table 8. Change in mean objective function with "high cost" acres removed
High Cost Removed All acres Change

Sum of Treat_Access_Ac1 538,461                          688,915            -22%
Average of Obj_GmMean 3.82 3.97 -4%
Average of SFR_Sum 6.17 6.56 -6%
Average of LFR_Sum 3.42 3.57 -4%
Average of NSO_Mean 1.30 1.32 -1%
Average of NRV_Sum 22.66 23.29 -3%
Average of CR_Sum 3.84 3.95 -3%
Average of SFR_ST 0.05 0.05 -6%
Average of LFR_ST 0.03 0.03 -4%
Average of NSO_M_ST 0.56 0.56 -1%
Average of NRV_ST 0.20 0.20 -3%
Average of CR_ST 0.32 0.33 -3%
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Figure 4.  Net revenue per acre, by category, RBS 

 
 
What are the local economic impacts? 
The Southwest Oregon Restoration Economic Impacts Calculator projects that an annual harvest of 
66mmbf and an investment of $34 million annually in labor-intensive mechanical treatments would 
directly support 755 jobs and $25.5 million in local wages every year.  These direct outputs would 
support an additional 953 jobs and $39.5 million in local wages due to secondary effects, for a total local 
economic output of $259.7 million.   
 

Discussion 
Full implementation of the RBS would require a significant investment, more than $30 million per year 
over two decades.  This cost is not surprising, particularly with the consideration that the RBS addresses 
the need to reduce fuels and fire hazard, in addition to supporting local communities with timber 
revenue. From a timber perspective, relatively low productivity, scattered timber, limited access, steep 
terrain and low volume per acre removals translate into expensive logging with less potential to 
generate net positive revenue compared to forests north of the Rogue Basin.  Many of the more 
productive accessible stands in the Rogue Basin have been harvested in the past 50 years and are in 
various stages of re-growth; it will be some time before they come “on-line” for economically viable 
harvest.  Remaining high volume per acre stands are frequently inaccessible given the current road 
system or serve as complex late seral habitat needed for NSO conservation and other late seral 
objectives.  Even where larger merchantable volumes exist, the RBS strategy intentionally retains the 
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largest trees while thinning out competing smaller trees.  This conservation-focused approach results in 
more costly logging and lower revenues than one focused on maximizing timber production or revenues.  
Finally, the RBS accounts for the full range of implementation costs associated with mechanical 
restoration treatments; not just logging and hauling costs, but also the cost to treat activity fuels, and 
the significant cost to treat non-merchantable stands or the non-merchantable component of 
merchantable stands.  Historically these costs have been hidden by a budgeting process that pays for 
timber sales and activity fuel treatments separately.  Several of these factors are discussed in more 
detail below. 
 
Low productivity 
Compared to others areas in western Oregon, the Rogue Basin is low in average productivity, with many 
acres of Site Class IV and V ground.  Some portions of the Basin are relatively more productive, but other 
areas, such as the Applegate, have large areas of non-conifer vegetation.  Low productivity results in 
reduced potential to generate commercial timber.   
 
Terrain and access 
The Rogue Basin is well-roaded overall but nevertheless many potentially treatable stands are located 
more than ½ mile from existing roads.  In order to access these more remote stands, new roads would 
have to be built, often on steep terrain.  Public opposition, ecological considerations, and high cost make 
it unfeasible to substantially increase the road network.  Many existing roads are also in poor repair and 
there is a large maintenance backlog.  Therefore, to provide a conservative estimate of what is 
functionally “treatable and accessible” under the current social context the RBS assumes no new roads 
would be built.  This significantly limits the “treatable and accessible” footprint but also eliminates 
potential road building costs.   
 
Additionally, the Rogue Basin contains much steep terrain.  Of the treatable and accessible terrain 
yielding merchantable by-product, only 39% is accessible via ground-based logging, while 26% is 
accessible via cable systems and 32% is accessible only by helicopter.  Figure 5 shows the potential 
logging system layout in a representative area of the Ashland watershed.  It illustrates the limited area 
available for ground-based (tractor) logging, the area available for cable logging, generally only downhill 
of roads, and the large area of limited to no access.     
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Figure 5.  Access and logging system layout based on the existing road system in a representative 
portion of the Ashland watershed 

 
 
Low volume per acre removals 
Low inherent productivity, the limited availability of treatable and accessible high volume stands, and 
the retention of the largest trees result in low volume per acre removals of mostly small trees.  As noted 
above, volume per acre removed, along with terrain and logging system, are the major influences on 
logging costs.  As a rough rule of thumb, removal of 5mbf or more is needed to make a sale 
commercially viable.  In some cases, this figure can be reduced to 2-3mbf/ac, but these projects are 
generally very economically marginal.  It’s worth noting that of the treatable and accessible terrain 
yielding merchantable by-product, only 25% generates more than 6mbf /acre, while 52% generates from 
2mbf to 6mbf/ac, and 23% generates less than 2mbf/acre.  A mere 17 thousand acres, only 4% of this 
acreage, yields more than 6mbf/acre using ground-based logging systems (Table 9).  This fact alone goes 
a long way towards explaining the challenging economics of the RBS, or any other proposed restoration 
approach for the Rogue Basin.   
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A related factor is piece size.  Larger trees yield much more board foot volume than small trees than a 
visual comparison of their size might suggest.  For example, it takes about ten 8” DBH trees to generate 
400 bd ft, and only one 20” DBH tree to do so (Figure 6).  For a given volume removed, it’s cheaper to 
remove larger trees.  Small diameter logging requires much handling of small material that yields 
relatively little volume.   
 
Figure 6.  Number of trees needed to generate 400 bd ft. 

  
Opportunities to reduce costs and improve economic performance 
As noted in the “Analysis of Lower Cost Alternatives” discussed previously, avoiding treatment of low 
volume per acre helicopter acres or creating a ceiling for per acre investment, such as $2,000/ac or even 
$1,000/ac, could greatly reduce overall implementation costs, simply by not treating the highest cost 
acres that contribute least to net revenues.  The tradeoff would be a reduction in the overall treatment 
footprint and reduced objective performance.  The preceding analysis suggests that objective 
performance would be reduced in roughly direct proportion to the reduced number of acres treated.   
 
Other possible opportunities to include economic performance include: 
 
• Remove more volume per acre.  As noted above, volume per acre is a key factor in determining 

logging costs and overall economic feasibility.  Volumes per acre removed in the RBS are based 
ultimately on residual density targets.  These targets, expressed as relative density, vary from 30% to 
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40% relative density in the RBS; 35% is generally considered the lower limit of full site occupancy.  A 
lower residual density target, for example 25%, would potentially allow for greater volume per acre 
removals while favoring survival and growth of regeneration in an unevenaged management 
system. Tradeoffs include greater potential for re-growth of ladder fuels (e.g., brush, sprouting 
hardwoods, small trees) and retention of fewer large trees.     
 

• Build temporary roads to improve access if restoration needs suggest it may be warranted.  
Concerns about road building are briefly described above.  However, there may be potential to 
create temporary roads to access otherwise inaccessible stands, to provide access for ground- or 
cable-based logging in areas that are currently only helicopter accessible.  Temporary roads would 
be put to bed after the operation or restoration projects could include the removal of existing roads, 
thereby reducing net road system impacts.  This is another cost, but site specific analysis may show 
this to be warranted in some cases.   
 

• Reduce costs to treat activity fuels, which account for about 7% of total gross costs.  For example, 
use whole tree yarding and landing piles when feasible.  The piles could be burned, utilized for 
firewood, or for biomass if markets warranted.  Or, increase the amount of lop and scatter, at a cost 
of $100/ac versus $600/ac for cutting and piling.    

 
Each of these has tradeoffs, of course.  For example, removing larger trees may have negative ecological 
or social impacts, building temporary roads may result in social conflict, and more lop and scatter may 
increase fire risk.   
 

Summary  
 
• Treatment footprint:  Of the 2.65 million acres of federal land in the planning area, 884 thousand 

acres are treatable and accessible, including 689 thousand acres needing mechanical treatment and 
the 195 thousand that would be managed with fire only.  Mechanical treatments include non-
merchantable thinning, commercial thinning requiring a subsidy, and commercially viable thinning.   
 

• This landscape requires a significant investment: The total net cost to implement the RBS is $607 
million, or about $30 million per year over the 20 year plan horizon.  This figure includes both timber 
sale revenues and cost associated with mechanical (i.e., commercial and non-merchantable thinning 
and associated activity fuels treatments) only.  Maintenance, prescribed fire and planning costs are 
not included in these figures.   
 

• Timber harvest volume: Total timber harvest is 1.3 billion board feet, or 66 million board feet 
annually.  Of this, 23 million board feet annually are commercially viable; to generate the other 43 
million board feet would require a subsidy of $24 million per year.   

 
• Most acres require an investment when all costs are considered: Of the 34,500 annual treatment 

acres, 14% yield a positive net revenue after accounting for logging and fuels costs, while treatment 
of the remaining 86% of the acres would require an investment.   
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• Treatment cost per acre varies widely: About 34% of the acres cost more than $1,000/acre to treat, 
even after accounting for timber revenues, and treatment of these acres accounts for 59% of the 
total cost.   Conversely, the 66% of the acres that cost no more than $1,000/ac to treat account for 
only 41% of the total cost.  Areas that cost more than $1,000/acre to treat are primarily those that 
remove low volumes per acre and/or use more expensive yarding systems, i.e., helicopter or cable.   
 

• Factors accounting for high treatment cost: Treatments with helicopter yarding and/or that remove 
less than 2mbf/acre contribute disproportionately to the total treatment cost – and yet they tend to 
be in the areas where fuel reduction need is greatest, where there is high fire risk in proximity to 
homes.  Of the treatable and accessible acres yielding commercial by-product, some 32% are only 
accessible via helicopter and 49% yield less than 2mbf/ac.  Only 4% can be treated with ground-
based logging generating 6mbf or more per acre.  There is also a substantial area (31% of the 
treatable and accessible acres) that needs non-merchantable thinning.   
 

• Stewardship potential is limited: The potential for revenues from commercially viable treatments to 
offset more expensive acres (i.e., stewardship contracting) is relatively limited; commercial revenues 
of $4 million per year from harvest of 22 million board feet could subsidize treatment of perhaps 
3,000 to 5,000 acres/year, depending on the types and costs of acres treated.   

 
• Lower cost alternatives exist: Avoiding treatment of low volume per acre helicopter acres or 

creating a ceiling for per acre investment, such as $2,000/ac or even $1,000/ac, could greatly reduce 
overall implementation costs, but would reduce the number of acres treated and objective 
performance.  Similarly, treating the landscape with managed fire where appropriate could achieve 
many acres of fuel reduction and restoration at a relatively low cost. 

 
• Measures that could improve economic performance:  Removing more volume per acre, building 

some temporary roads, and reducing activity fuels costs could reduce implementation costs but 
would result in ecological and social tradeoffs.   

 
• The analysis is conservative: All figures are based on a static picture of stand volumes and do not 

account for likely growth over the 20 year implementation period.  This growth would not only 
result in higher total volumes but would also higher volume per acre removals, thus reducing costs 
and increasing revenues over the baseline described in this report.     

 
• Local economic impacts are substantial: Full implementation of the RBS strategy, including annual 

harvest of 66mmbf and investment of $34 million annually in mechanical treatments would support 
1,700 direct and indirect jobs, generate over $65 million in local wages, and generate over $260 
million in local economic output.   


